
ESSAYS ON COMEDY WRITING

Humor brings people together and has the power to transform how we think about the world. Of course, not everyone is
adept at being.

Even if your subject is a serious one, the subtle use of humor can both ease tension and provide a respite from
difficult moments. Most of which were themselves not based on any research. A few minutes later she came
outside. Just get out of the elevator. And quite humbling for a new comic. Good stand-up raises it up for
everybody. The weekend before Election Day they sent me to hand out campaign literature. But I have no
problem getting through a corporate gig without needing to swear. Comedians, at least those who have enough
sense to research and ask questions, know that the best way to approach this kind of audience is to get them
laughing so soon that they want to pay attention instead of taking over the show. I noticed the guy at her table,
ignoring her. I blame the Bush administration. Nowadays kids seem to have Halloween all figured out. There
is work waiting for writers who can reliably deliver comic scripts, or write dramatic scripts with both masks
consistently present. I get it. While waiting to go on stage I thought of an addition to strengthen my opening
joke, an addition I still use. As the exercise above shows, narrative comedy craft can be defined and learnt.
Your first draft will definitely have interesting stuff in it but try to use the guide above to provide a better
paper. Or at least in that one room in Brooklyn. At which point I asked her what she had already helped me
with. The audience wants comedy. We spoke about fashion models. But you? Danny McDermott was up next
and did well with a short set, but towards the end a drunk woman in the back kept interrupting him. Even
though we sank in the heats and semi-finals and some of us caught stomach bugs because Hong Kong Harbor
is filthy.


